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Source: Shawn Thew EPA - Anadolu Ageny, Robert Mueller answering questions related to his investigation into Russian interference in the 
2016 US Presidential Elections in the US House of Representatives. 

ccording to U.S. intelligence agencies, 

Russia undoubtedly interfered in the 2016 

U.S. presidential election. This was all but 

confirmed by the  Special Counsel report, 

which stated that the Moscow, through 

various proxies, conducted a multi-pronged campaign 

before, during, and after the 2016 election. Russian 

interference turned out to be broader and more multifaceted 

than experts understood at the time and included hacking 

campaigns, strategically disclosing emails and stoking 

division through fake Twitter and Facebook accounts. 

Russia’s campaign targeting the U.S. election revealed not 

only the extent to which communications and information 

technologies are being utilised to manipulate political 

processes but also the weakness of the current set of 

counter-measures. For Russia, to prevent the election of 

an overtly anti-Russian candidate is imperative for shaping 

its medium-term strategy towards the U.S.. American 

intelligence officials have warned members of the House 

Intelligence Committee of  repeated Russian interference 

attempts in the lead up to 2020 U.S. election. As U.S citizens 

enter the crucial period leading up to November 3, it is 

important to understand the evolution and successes of 

Russian interference in the domestic affairs of sovereign 

states across the world.

The purpose of this info pack is to compile existing research 

on official Russian statements and aggregate relevant 

data on the Russian interference to the US elections. This 

info-pack explores: (i) reports of attempted interference 

in 2016 U.S. elections, (ii) strategies and targets of Russian 

meddling (iii) U.S. government’s reaction to Russian 

influence-seeking and Russia-US relations.

Introduction

A

https://www.justice.gov/storage/report.pdf
http://House Intelligence Committee
http://House Intelligence Committee
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In recent, Moscow’s interference operations have targeted 

the United States, Britain, Germany, and France, among 

others. These efforts have ranged widely. According to a 

dataset published by the University of Toronto, there were 

27 Russian electoral interventions from 1991 until 2017. 

There have been two waves of political interference; one 

lasted until 2014, which aimed at influencing the domestic 

affairs of post-Soviet countries, while the second one 

shifted its focus towards the West. Success rates remain 

an open question, as some experts point out that it most-

often made little difference, or even frequently failed. 

The use of both mainstream and social media networks 

as propaganda outlets and the financing of pro-Kremlin 

forces abroad form the core of Moscow’s strategy. Countries 

that have been reportedly been targeted include Spain, 

Sweden, Turkey, the United Kingdom, Ukraine, the United 

States, Georgia, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, 

Belarus, Bulgaria, Canada, Cyprus, France, Macedonia, 

Moldova, Montenegro, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Czech 

Republic, Denmark, Estonia and Finland.

In Georgia, Russian interference has reached near-

constant levels since the 2008 Russo-Georgian conflict. 

Most recently, the disinformation campaign related 

to the upcoming Georgian Parliamentary Election 

scheduled for October 31, 2020 has been backed by 

Georgia’s pro-Kremlin media outlets such as Saqinform, 

Sputnik, EADaily and others, as well as by a pro-Kremlin 

Russian Interference 
in Elections Around the World

Source: Samuel Corum / Anadolu Agency

http://dataset
http://frequently failed
http://has been backed by Georgia’s pro-Kremlin
http://has been backed by Georgia’s pro-Kremlin
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political party known as Alliance of Patriots. A centre 

called “Dossier” owned by the prominent Russian 

political dissident Mikhail Khodorkovsky prepared a 

report describing how Moscow built a network from the 

pro-Kremlin party. According to a report published by 

Dossier, a centre owned by the prominent Russian political 

dissident Mikhail Khodorkovsky, Russia has been directly 

interfering in Georgia’s domestic political scene and using 

disinformation campaigns to target the pro-EU and pro-

NATO block.

During the 1994 Ukrainian elections, Russian media 

boosted the Kremlin’s preferred candidate throughout the 

campaign. Russia’s efforts to secure the election of Viktor 

Yanukovych in the 2004 presidential election contributed 

to the outbreak of the Orange Revolution as protests 

broke out against alleged voter fraud and the pro-Kremlin 

political structure. Moscow continued its meddling in 

Ukraine’s politics in 2014 through cyberattacks that 

compromised the Central Election Commission network. 

This interference followed the anti-Russian Euromaidan 

movement of 2013 and Russia’s subsequent annexation 

of Crimea in the Spring of 2014. Ukraine is reportedly 

being used as a testing ground for the Kremlin’s hybrid 

warfare strategy. Experts have identified the overarching 

strategy of the Kremlin as discrediting the election 

process, undermining the Ukrainian political system, and 

questioning the post-Maidan environment. 

In the past five years, Moscow has expanded beyond 

its traditional sphere of influence and has deployed 

tactics including cyberattacks and online disinformation 

campaigns. According to a report published by the U.S. 

Committee on Foreign Relations, the Russian government 

sought to influence politics in France. Most notably , pro-

Kremlin far-right challenger Marine Le Pen received a 

$13 million loan from Moscow to finance her party’s 2014 

campaign. Her opponent Emmanuel Macron stated, 

referring to the Russian media, “I have always had an 

exemplary relationship with foreign journalists, but 

they have to be journalists. Russia Today and Sputnik 

were organs of influence and propaganda that spread 

counterfeit truths about me”. According to the report and 

several investigations by  US Senate researchers, Russian 

influence tools were deployed in France before the 2017 

election. The same year, Poland’s defence minister stated 

that Russian hackers launched a cyberattack against the 

Polish electoral commission’s website. In 2015, the German 

Parliament’s computer system was shut down for four 

days after a cyberattack identified as originating from 

Russia, which aimed at collecting  data ahead of the federal 

elections. 

According to several experts on Russian cyber-operations, 

Kremlin-linked activists were accused of running 

disinformation campaign through pro-Russia accounts 

on social media to discredit Scottish independence. These 

accounts aimed at spreading stories of voter fraud alleged 

to have occurred during the independence referendum. 

According to Ben Nimmo, an analyst and researcher for 

the U.S. based think tank the Atlantic Council, pro-Russian 

propagandists used Twitter, Facebook accounts and fake 

videos on YouTube to promote the “vote-rigging” theory. 

A similar scenario was observed ahead of the Finnish 

parliamentary elections, in which Russian entities created 

fake social media accounts posing as official parliamentary 

accounts. 

According to a report released by the British Parliament’s 

Intelligence and Security Committee after the Brexit vote, 

there was a high likelihood of Russian interference in the 

British political the 2016 Brexit vote. Academics at City 

University found that more than 13,000 accounts tweeting 

on Brexit disappeared after the vote. Other researchers 

at Swansea University and the University of California 

Berkeley, found 156,000 Russian accounts that mentioned 

they key word “Brexit”.  While attempts to influence the 

outcome of the referendum are clear enough, the report 

concluded that it was not possible to definitely conclude 

whether the Kremlin had succeeded in its effort to the 

point of tipping the balance in favour of the ‘leave’ camp.  

Russian officials fiercely reacted to the report, stating 

that the UK was propagating ‘Russophobia’ and seeking 

to “distract from the loss of  status” that resulted from the 

Brexit crisis. 

Russian cyber-attacks and cyberespionage campaigns  

have been undertaken through actors known as “Pawn 

Storm”, which are involved a number of attack methods 

such as spear-phishing emails against high-profile targets. 

Phishing is a strategy where targets are contacted by 

telephone, email or text message by someone posing 

as a legitimate institution to trick individuals into giving 

sensitive data such as personally identifiable information, 

credit card details, and passwords. Generally speaking, 

Pawn Storm uses internet infrastructure and phishing 

in well-connected countries like the US, UK, France, 

Romania, Netherlands, Latvia and Germany. According 

https://dossier.center/georgia/?fbclid=IwAR1Lpmsh-eui8dEEniq2Q4cQJOEqyC62tYvdUslejz9X5avo3ccmJDgOKPA
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/01/05/russia-has-been-meddling-in-foreign-elections-for-decades-has-it-made-a-difference/
https://www.jstor.org/stable/41485557
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-137-10170-9_9
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Foreign_Interference_in_Ukraines_Election.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/03/28/want-to-know-whats-next-in-russian-election-interference-pay-attention-to-ukraines-elections/
https://www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/FinalRR.pdf
https://www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/FinalRR.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/french-president-macron-blasts-russian-state-run-media-as-propaganda/2017/05/29/4e758308-4479-11e7-8de1-cec59a9bf4b1_story.html
http://archives.cjr.org/feature/what_is_russia_today.php
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/sputnik-news-russian-government-owned-controlled-nato-accuses-kremlin-propaganda-machine-a7574721.html
https://www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/FinalRR.pdf
https://www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/FinalRR.pdf
https://apnews.com/ae703cec6849457a865a64141554d94e/Poland-says-it's-repelled-a-3rd-Russian-hacking-attack
https://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/articles/14487/polish-election-commission-website-hacked
https://www.dw.com/en/bundestag-it-system-shut-down-after-hacker-attack/a-18659654
https://www.dw.com/en/bundestag-it-system-shut-down-after-hacker-attack/a-18659654
https://www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/FinalRR.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/dec/13/russian-cyber-activists-tried-to-discredit-scottish-independence-vote-says-analyst
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/dec/13/russian-cyber-activists-tried-to-discredit-scottish-independence-vote-says-analyst
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/dec/13/russian-cyber-activists-tried-to-discredit-scottish-independence-vote-says-analyst
https://medium.com/dfrlab/electionwatch-scottish-vote-pro-kremlin-trolls-f3cca45045bb
https://www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/FinalRR.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/21/world/europe/uk-russia-report-brexit-interference.html
https://www.csis.org/blogs/brexit-bits-bobs-and-blogs/did-russia-influence-brexit
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/eu-referendum
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jul/21/russia-accuses-uk-of-russophobia-in-angry-rejection-of-report
https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/cyber-attacks/probing-pawn-storm-cyberespionage-campaign-through-scanning-credential-phishing-and-more
https://documents.trendmicro.com/assets/wp/wp-two-years-of-pawn-storm.pdf
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Source: Trend Micro

The setup Pawn Storm frequently used to send out credential 
phishing spam in 2019

to some experts, Emmanuel Macron’s 2017 presidential 

campaign was targeted by a “Pawn Storm”, also known as 

APT28— using false internet addresses to hack members 

of the Macron team through emails claiming that there is 

a problem with the recipients’ IDs. The alleged campaign 

also leaked documents using the hashtag #MacronGate 

and ran stories on RT and Sputnik that slandered Macron. 

The authors of the Trend Micro report have no doubt about 

the origins of the phishing campaigns targeting Macron.

Spanish, Dutch and Czech election-related websites 

were also targeted with disruptive cyberattacks, as was 

the Swedish media during the Swedish general election. 

The Kremlin allegedly forged authentic-looking websites 

in Sweden in order to spread fake news. In the Bulgarian 

and Ukrainian elections, as well as in the Macedonian 

referendum, Russian interference was revealed through 

fake news and disinformation via state-linked news 

channels and social media to crush or delegitimise the vote. 

Companies such as Facebook and Twitter acknowledge 

that fake accounts are a threat to the integrity of elections. 

In this context, experts argued that a coordinated, 

transatlantic, government-led strategy is crucial to 

constructing an enduring defence against interference 

in elections to come. Clint Watts, a former F.B.I. Agent and 

counterterrorism specialist and a fellow at the Foreign 

Policy Research Institute, said “the goal of Russia’s efforts in 

the U.S. and Europe is to make the institution of democracy 

look not credible. Either the institutions are corrupt, or you 

can’t trust the vote”. However, some experts like James 

Carden, an executive editor at the American Committee 

for East-West Accord, said the Kremlin’s actions are no 

different from what the U.S. does to promote its interests 

on the international arena, and they are “being blown up 

beyond any proportion.”

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-france-election-macron-cyber/macron-campaign-was-target-of-cyber-attacks-by-spy-linked-group-idUSKBN17Q200
https://www.france24.com/en/20170426-france-macron-cyber-security-russia-presidential-campaign
https://www.zdnet.com/article/apt28-has-been-scanning-and-exploiting-vulnerable-email-servers-for-more-than-a-year/
https://documents.trendmicro.com/assets/wp/wp-two-years-of-pawn-storm.pdf
https://www.politico.eu/article/europe-most-hackable-election-voter-security-catalonia-european-parliament-disinformation/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jan/11/russia-waging-information-war-in-sweden-study-finds
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/01/05/russia-has-been-meddling-in-foreign-elections-for-decades-has-it-made-a-difference/
http://politico.eu/article/europe-most-hackable-election-voter-security-catalonia-european-parliament-disinformation/
https://www.king5.com/article/news/nation-now/alleged-russian-political-meddling-documented-in-27-countries-since-2004/465-5ac8cf05-a003-4587-beb5-1b765cb150c1
https://eastwestaccord.com/analysis/
https://eastwestaccord.com/analysis/
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Source: Trend Micro Report 

Table 1. List of the organisations targeted by Pawn Storm

Date Organisation Phishing Domain
Military

12/12/13 Chilean military mail.fach.rnil.cl
05/15/14 Armenian military  mail.rnil.am
10/23/14 Latvian military web.mailmil.lv
02/25/15 Romanian military  fortele.ro
03/25/15 Danish military webmail-mil.dk
03/26/15 Portuguese military webmail.exerclto.pt
05/13/15 Greek military webmail-mil.gr
09/04/15 Danish military fkit-mil.dk
09/05/15 Saudi military mail.rsaf.qov.sa.com
10/16/15 United Arab Emirates army mailmil.ae
10/19/15 Kuwaiti military mail.kuwaitarmy.gov-kw.com
10/21/15 Romanian military mail-navy.ro
03/04/16 Bulgarian army mail.armf.bg.message-id8665213.tk

Political Institutions
03/01/15 National Democratic Institute url.googlesetting.com
04/01/15 National Democratic Institute login.accoounts-google.com
01/12/16 Prime Minister Turkey e-post.byegm.web.tr
01/12/16 Prime Minister Turkey mail.byegm.web.tr
02/01/16 Prime Minister Turkey eposta.basbakanlik.qov.web.tr
02/01/16 Parliament Turkey E- posta.tbmm.qov.web.tr

03/01/16 Democratic Party US myaccount.google.com- 
securitysettingpage.gq

Ministries of Defence (MOD)
01/23/14 MOD Bulgaria mail.arnf.bg
02/11/14 MOD Poland poczta.mon.q0v.pl
04/04/14 MOD Hungary mail.hm.qov.hu
04/30/14 MOD Albania mod.qov.al
05/22/14 MOD Spain mail.mod.qov.es
11/18/14 MOD Afghanistan mail.mod.qov.af
09/05/15 MOD Saudi Arabia mail.moda.qov.sa.com
02/19/16 MOD Poland poczta.mon-gov.pl

Ministries  of Foreign Affairs
03/17/15 MFA South Georgia email.mfa.qov.gs
07/16/15 MFA Armenia webmail-mfa.am
10/02/15 MFA United Arab Emirates webmail.mofa.qov.ae
10/02/15 MFA United Arab Emirates webmail.mfa.qov.ae
12/10/15 MFA Qatar mail.mofa.g0v.qa
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Russian Interference 
in the 2016 U.S. Elections 
In 2016, policymakers and state officials from a number of 

Western countries warned of the threat posed by Russia 

to the integrity of the U.S. presidential elections. Russian 

interference reportedly sought to undermine American’s 

trust in their democracy, sabotage Hilary Clinton’s 

campaign and support Donald Trump. In January 2017, the 

Office of the Director of National Intelligence published a 

declassified report, concluding that:

“President Vladimir Putin ordered an influence campaign 

in 2016 aimed at the U.S. presidential election. Russia’s 

goals were to undermine public faith in the U.S. 

democratic process, denigrate Secretary Clinton, and 

harm her electability and potential presidency. We further 

assess Putin and the Russian government developed a 

clear preference for President-elect Trump. We have high 

confidence in these judgments.”

Russian meddling revealed deep structural problems 

with the U.S. political system. Just prior to the 2016 U.S. 

Presidential elections, hackers shared thousands of 

private emails belonging to the Democratic National 

Committee (D.N.C.) with WikiLeaks, whose founder, 

Julian Assange, had made it clear that he hoped to harm 

Hillary Clinton’s chances of winning the presidency. 

Wikileaks released nearly 20,000 private emails, including 

documents which include communication with media 

outlets and journalists on discussions of party donors, as 

well as details about their backgrounds, including in some 

cases, criminal histories. D.N.C. officials declared that the 

Russian government was behind the interference as part 

of an effort to help elect Donald Trump. According to a 

report published by the New York Times, U.S. intelligence 

agencies concluded that Russia hacked the D.N.C.

The campaign involved three distinct elements: (a) 

garnering influence over social media; (b) cyber-hacking 

operations; (c) recruiting individuals associated with 

Trump campaign. The report by the Special Counsel 

revealed all the strategies mentioned above, with all 

the cyber-attacks having been carried out through the 

Internet Research Agency (I.R.A.).

1. According to the investigation, the Saint Petersburg-

based I.R.A., pejoratively known as the “troll farm”, 

created thousands of fake Facebook accounts that 

may have reached as many as 126 million Americans 

and aimed to design individual impersonation 

accounts of US citizens. These accounts targeted 

certain far-right political groups and promoted events 

in support of Donald Trump. The I.R.A. purchased 

advertisements to boost its accounts and reached out 

via private messages to Twitter and Facebook users, 

reportedly prompting them to organise anti-Clinton 

rallies. According to the Mueller Report, the I.R.A. “had 

the ability to reach millions of U.S. persons through 

their social media accounts on Facebook, Instagram, 

Twitter, YouTube, Pinterest and Tumblr”. Fabricated 

articles were spread from Kremlin-affiliated outlets 

such as RT and Sputnik and shared by pro-Russian 

accounts on Facebook and Twitter. Analysis of more 

than 1,000 I.R.A.-operated Twitter accounts found 

evidence indicating that Russia was seeking to help 

the Trump campaign.

2. According to the Mueller report, the Russian 

military’s Main Intelligence Directorate (Glavnoje 

Razvedyvatel’ noje Upravlenije, or G.R.U.) targeted the 

Clinton campaign through a series of hacks. Hundreds 

of thousands of hacked documents were shared with 

WikiLeaks, with the  first tranche released on July 22, 

2016. The leak resulted in the D.N.C.’s preference for 

Hillary Clinton over her rival, Bernie Sanders, being 

made public. This ultimately led to the resignation 

of D.N.C. Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz. 

Susan Hennessey, a lawyer for the National Security 

Agency (NSA), wrote that there are well-documented 

links between Julian Assange, founder of the Wikileaks 

and the Russian state apparatus and that the “the 

total evidence is about as close to a smoking gun as 

can be expected where a sophisticated nation-state is 

involved.”

1. Advanced Persistent Threat (A.P.T.) 28, also known 

as the “Fancy Bear” or “Sofacy” is a Kremlin-sponsored 

https://www.politico.com/story/2016/07/clinton-putin-226153
https://www.politico.com/story/2016/07/clinton-putin-226153
https://www.wired.com/2016/07/heres-know-russia-dnc-hack/
https://www.wired.com/2016/07/heres-know-russia-dnc-hack/
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/27/us/politics/assange-timed-wikileaks-release-of-democratic-emails-to-harm-hillary-clinton.html
http://documents which include
http://declared
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/27/us/politics/spy-agency-consensus-grows-that-russia-hacked-dnc.html?_r=0
https://www.justice.gov/file/1080281/download
https://time.com/4828081/robert-mueller-special-counsel/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-ceo/facebook-to-overhaul-political-ads-after-threat-of-u-s-regulation-idUSKCN1BW2S9
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/30/technology/facebook-google-russia.html?smid=pl-share
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/04/18/what-the-mueller-report-tells-us-about-russian-influence-operations/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/04/18/what-the-mueller-report-tells-us-about-russian-influence-operations/
https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Report_Volume1.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/techstream/how-russian-trolls-are-adapting-cold-war-propaganda-techniques/
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/27/us/politics/spy-agency-consensus-grows-that-russia-hacked-dnc.html?_r=0
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/27/us/politics/spy-agency-consensus-grows-that-russia-hacked-dnc.html?_r=0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Debbie_Wasserman_Schultz
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hacking group that has been implicated in multiple 

high-profile cyberattacks during the 2016 U.S. elections. 

The actors behind APT28 demonstrated an ability to 

run extensive intrusion campaigns and it has been 

observed by Russian cyber experts that the actors were 

targeting conventional computers and mobile devices. 

Investigations further indicated that APT28’s profile 

reflects the strategic interests of the Russian state, and 

indicates an affiliation with the G.R.U. Another Russian 

hacker group, “CyberBerkut”, has been tied to a group 

that the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) recently 

labelled as “Russian hackers who support Russia’s 

military operations”. The agency further noted that 

CyberBerkut has engaged in a range of both technical 

and disinformation attacks, consistent with the Russian 

concept of “information confrontation”. A report from 

investigative researchers at the University of Toronto’s 

Munk School of Public Affairs documented a wide-

ranging hacking campaign with ties to known Russian 

hacker groups targeting more than 200 individuals. 

Researchers note that CyberBerkut has published fake 

documents and that the hacking organisation has 

demonstrated links to Fancy Bear or APT28. According 

to the Mueller report, Moscow targeted voter registration 

websites in at least 21 states before Election Day, stealing 

hundreds of thousands of voters’ personal information. 

Additionally, the Senate Intelligence Committee’s 

report stated that “Russian-affiliated cyber actors were 

able to gain access to restricted elements of election 

infrastructure.”

3. According to the report, there was also a deliberate effort 

to recruit individuals linked to Donald Trump. Mueller’s 

investigation included an examination of whether Russian 

oligarchs directly or indirectly invested in the Trump 

campaign. During the presidential campaign, Trump and 

at least seventeen campaign officials and advisers held 

numerous meetings with Russian nationals, WikiLeaks, or 

with intermediaries between the two. The New York Times 

had registered more than a hundred in-person meetings, 

phone calls, text messages, emails and private messages on 

social media between the Trump Campaign and Russians 

Source: Brookings (https://www.brookings.edu/techstream/how-russian-trolls-are-adapting-cold-war-propaganda-techniques/)

Table 2. Shares of News Media (Election Content of IRA Troils)

https://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/who-is-fancy-bear/
https://www.fireeye.com/content/dam/fireeye-www/global/en/current-threats/pdfs/rpt-apt28.pdf
http://www.dia.mil/Portals/27/Documents/News/Military%25252520Power%25252520Publications/Russia%25252520Military%25252520Power%25252520Report%252525202017.pdf
http://www.dia.mil/Portals/27/Documents/News/Military%25252520Power%25252520Publications/Russia%25252520Military%25252520Power%25252520Report%252525202017.pdf
https://www.cyberscoop.com/cyberberkut-returns-hillary-clinton/
https://citizenlab.org/2017/05/tainted-leaks-disinformation-phish/
https://www.wired.com/2017/05/russian-hackers-using-tainted-leaks-sow-disinformation/
https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/hacking-of-america/federal-government-tells-21-states-election-systems-targeted-hackers-n804031
https://www.burr.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/RussRptInstlmt1-%25252520ElecSec%25252520Findings,Recs2.pdf
https://www.burr.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/RussRptInstlmt1-%25252520ElecSec%25252520Findings,Recs2.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/techstream/how-russian-trolls-are-adapting-cold-war-propaganda-techniques/
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Source: Federal court filings via AP 

Table 3. Criminal Charges in the Russia Probe
Name Charges Results

Roger Stone, 
Former Trump Advisor

Indicted on charges of lying to Congress, obstruction and 
witness tampering. Pleaded not guilty

Rick Gates, Former 
Trump campaign aide Conspiracy, lying to FBI and special counsel’s office

Pleaded guilty; 
cooperating with 

prosecutors

Richard Pinedo, 
Data broker Identity fraud

Pleaded guilty; 
sentenced to six 
months in prison

Paul Manafort, Former Trump 
campaign chair

Two federal cases involving tax and bank fraud, money 
laundering and obstruction

7.5 years in prison; 
$24 million in 

restitution

Michael Flynn, Former 
national security adviser Lying to FBI Pleaded guilty; 

sentencing delayed

Michael Cohen,
Former Trump attorney False statements to Congress

Pleaded guilty; 
sentenced to 3 years 

in prison Dec. 12

Konstantin Kilimnik,
Associate of Paul Manafort Obstruction of justice, conspiracy to obstruct justice

George Papadopoulos,
Former Trump campaign aide Lying to FBI

Pleaded guilty; 
sentenced to 14 

days in prison

Alex van der Zwann,
Attorney Lying to FBI

Pleaded guilty; 
sentenced to 30 

days in prison

13 Russians and three affiliated 
companies

Conspiracy to defraud the U.S., conspiracy to commit wire/ 
bank fraud, identity theft

or WikiLeaks. According to the report, Russian billionaire 

Aras Agalarov reached out to Trump on several occasions. 

Trump was also asked to build a Trump Tower in Moscow 

and was repeatedly invited to an economic forum in St. 

Petersburg, that would be attended by Putin and other 

Russian government and business officials.

Disseminating leaked emails and documents to WikiLeaks, 

launching cyberattacks, and targeting voter registration 

systems, are among the strategies that were employed. 

As the election neared, the discussion on potential 

Russian involvement in the targeting of the D.N.C. was 

predominantly framed as a national security issue, 

however, specific media responses varied depending on 

political leaning. Right-leaning media either denied Russian 

involvement or questioned the effects of the hack, while 

left-leaning media asserted that it represented an attack 

on U.S. institutions and democracy. Mueller concluded that 

Russian interference was “sweeping and systematic” and 

“violated U.S. criminal law.” The Mueller report indicated 

that the Kremlin-linked operations were highly flexible 

and attuned to the political context in the U.S. After the 

publication of the report, Mueller indicted 34 people and 

three Russian companies in connection with interference 

in the 2016 election.

http://leaked emails
http://indicted 34 people and three Russian companies
http://indicted 34 people and three Russian companies
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The Threat of  
Russian Interference in 
the 2020 U.S. Elections
Wide-ranging disinformation campaigns on social media 

have aimed at denigrating Democratic Party candidates 

running in the 2020 Democratic Party presidential pri-

maries. According to a report published in March 2020 

by the University of Wisconsin–Madison and the Brennan 

Centre for Justice, Kremlin-linked social media accounts 

have been disseminating Instagram posts aiming to sow 

divisions ahead of the 2020 Election. In September 2020, 

Facebook and Twitter warned that Russian cyber groups 

that interfered in the 2016 presidential election were once 

again active and were engaged in building a network of 

fake accounts set up to look like  left-wing news sites. Ac-

cording to American intelligence officials, Russia is using 

a range of techniques to attack the reputation of the son of 

Democratic candidate Joe Biden as well as being engaged 

in a broad campaign designed to assist Donald Trump in 

his re-election bid. Democrats view Russia as an “acute 

threat”, prompting a new round of calls for national secu-

rity reform in the US. 

A report prepared by the 15-member Intelligence Com-

mittee examined numerous Russian-government-affil-

iated actors from late 2016 until the beginning of 2020 

reportedly engaged in  spreading fake news seeking to 

discredit investigations into Russian interference in the 

2016 U.S. elections.  The report stated that Konstantin V. 

Kilimnik, a political operative born in Ukraine and a long-

time associate of the Trump campaign, was, in fact, a Rus-

sian intelligence officer who may have been connected to 

Russia’s efforts to hack  D.N.C. email accounts. According 

to the New York Times, dozens of interviews, court filings 

and other documents show that Kilimnik was moving be-

tween Russia, Ukraine and the U.S. “to drum up political 

consulting business with Kremlin-aligned political figures 

in Ukraine”. 

The report explained how “hostile actors” were able to ex-

ploit US political institutions in 2016. Among several rec-

ommendations, the Committee said campaigns should 

receive better intelligence briefings, and the F.B.I. should 

have more robust procedures to respond to hacks relat-

ed to elections. Microsoft has developed an open-source 

software called ElectionGuard to help safeguard the 2020 

elections. The Committee added that political groups 

should realise they “likely are targeted” by foreign intelli-

gence services.

Facebook and Twitter have also provided evidence of 

Russian meddling. This time around, Russia has not only 

created a network of fake accounts, but also hired Amer-

icans to write for them. According to Facebook, the I.R.A. 

created 13 fake accounts and two pages to promote ‘Peace 

Data’, which billed itself as a “global news organisation”.

The ongoing Covid-19 pandemic has added another layer 

to an already complex picture. According to Spencer P. 

Boyer from the New York University School of Law’s Bren-

nan Centre for Justice, “pandemic-related disinformation” 

poses a threat to the US political system by its potential 

to cause confusion and disrupt the vote. The European 

Union’s External Action Service, which combats disin-

formation online, has documented diverse cases of Cov-

id-19 disinformation linked to pro-Kremlin media. It found 

that a significant disinformation campaign by Russian 

state media and pro-Kremlin outlets is still ongoing and 

is aimed at undermining confidence in Western govern-

ments and institutions. The U.S. State Department’s Global 

Engagement Centre has also issued similar warnings.

National Counterintelligence and Security Centre (NCSC) 

Director, William Evanina released a statement on August 

7, 2020, stating that “many foreign actors have a preference 

https://apnews.com/0db953743c56cd6fd6e4ef73e02f120c
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/01/technology/facebook-russia-disinformation-election.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/02/us/politics/trump-biden-russia-election.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/02/us/politics/trump-biden-russia-election.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/18/us/politics/trump-russia-senate.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/09/01/trump-says-china-supporting-biden-407054
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/09/01/trump-says-china-supporting-biden-407054
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/08/19/politics/senate-intelligence-report-russia-2020/index.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/23/us/politics/konstantin-kilimnik-russia.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/23/us/politics/konstantin-kilimnik-russia.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/23/us/politics/konstantin-kilimnik-russia.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/23/us/politics/konstantin-kilimnik-russia.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/08/19/politics/senate-intelligence-report-russia-2020/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/08/19/politics/senate-intelligence-report-russia-2020/index.html
https://www.npr.org/2019/05/06/720071488/ahead-of-2020-microsoft-unveils-tool-to-allow-voters-to-track-their-ballots
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/01/technology/facebook-russia-disinformation-election.html?searchResultPosition=3
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/01/technology/facebook-russia-disinformation-election.html?searchResultPosition=3
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/04/30/2020-election-interference-russian-coronavirus-disinformation/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-05/coronavirus-is-fueling-nation-state-disinformation-campaigns?sref=gAQr8Hwd
https://www.dni.gov/index.php/newsroom/press-releases/item/2139-statement-by-ncsc-director-william-evanina-election-threat-update-for-the-american-public
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Conclusion
Recent history indicates that disinformation and hack-

and-leak operations have evolved from their original ob-

jective of supporting preferred candidates and platforms 

to a greater focus on discrediting elections and institu-

tions. Digital disinformation will also likely continue to 

serve as a cost-effective tactic that serves Russia’s politi-

cal interests. It is widely held that Russian operatives are 

more experienced in information warfare than many of 

their Western counterparts. This was clearly on display in 

the lead up to the 2016 US elections with troll farms in St. 

Petersburg that spread division on Americans’ social me-

dia accounts through several fake networks, and  the no-

torious hacking operations against the D.N.C. and Hillary 

Clinton’s campaign. As the 2020 U.S. elections approach, 

it remains to be seen how Russia or other foreign govern-

ments, may attempt to influence the result.

for who wins the election, which they express through a 

range of overt and private statements; covert influence 

efforts are rarer. We are primarily concerned about the 

ongoing and potential activity by China, Russia, and Iran.” 

He stated that Russia particularly focused on denigrating 

Joe Biden’s candidacy and other members of a perceived 

“anti-Russia establishment”. Mr. Evanina further noted that 

the U.S. Intelligence Community was doing everything 

to combat both cyber and influence efforts targeting US 

electoral process and “continues to support the DHS and 

FBI in their critical roles safeguarding the election.”

http://DHS and FBI
http://DHS and FBI
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